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T he technology advancement and transformation 
sweeping across the public sector looks promising 
today. The proliferation of internet connected 
devices, sensors and big data is changing the 
way public safety communications are made. 

The current state of interconnected systems and devices such as 
internet of things (IoT), also presents a tremendous opportunity 
for today’s public safety professionals to strengthen their 
national preparedness and improve emergency communications 
capabilities. The networked connection of people, process 
and data allows modern cities to take advantage of real-time 
analytics, which can help them in identifying public safety 
issues or events of crime right before citizens are affected.

Public safety professionals are also leveraging AI and 
machine learning applications to quickly and effectively enhance 
public safety, by getting rid of numerous manual, mundane, 
detailed, discrete and deceptively complicated processes. 
Deploying cutting edge technologies like robots and drones in 

inhumane working conditions, liquid workforces, body-worn 
cameras to ensure real-time safety, advanced video surveillances 
are also becoming a mainstay in the public sector for managing 
disasters and fighting against crimes. In addition, there’s also 
a great potential for wearable technology in the event of any 
disaster or accident. Providing a wearable device helps improve 
access to mission-critical information for first responders to 
seamlessly communicate remotely and increase safety.

Government CIOs are making myriad of investments in 
mobile technologies to assist first responders in dealing with 
multiple issues and improving situational awareness, alongside 
allowing for more informed decision making in the field. Our 
selection panel has evaluated hundreds of public safety solution 
providers based n their ability to assist CIOs and enterprise 
holders overcome the challenges in the public sector and to help 
companies choose the perfect public safety solution.  

We present to you Govt CIO Outlook’s Top 10 Public 
Safety Solution Providers - 2018.
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Fire Recovery USA

Generating New Revenue Streams 
for Fire Departments

While most fire 
departments qualify 
for reimbursements 
by insurance 
policies, they do not 

possess the ability or the mechanism to 
identify recoverable events and construct 
a billing procedure. Fire Recovery USA, 
a cost recovery firm established by Fire 
fighters to offset the cost of impact for 
fire departments, focuses primarily on 
the effortless billing of fire inspections, 
emergency incident response costs, 
EMS transport, and first responder 
billing. Serving fire departments in 43 
states, Fire Recovery USA competently 
combats the pain points of billing and 
revenue reimbursements for emergency 
fire recovery services. “The goal of Fire 
Recovery USA is to develop impact related 
cost recovery for fire departments to help 
them with their budgets,” states Craig 
Nagler, CEO of Fire Recovery USA.

In an effort to execute a complete 
paperless inspection and streamline 
inspection operations, Fire Recovery 
USA offers state-of-the-art mobile and 
cloud-based software—STREAMLINE 
INSPECTIONS. The mobile software 
assists fire departments in organizing 
and performing their fire prevention 
inspections; also referred to as community 
risk reduction. The intuitive iPad-based 
software enables seamless fire inspections 
which on completion are signed by both 
customers and fire inspectors. Records 
of fire inspections that are inventoried in 
the STREAMLINE software database 
can be searched for and accessed 
whenever required. The system also 
allows for automatic task accomplishment 
acknowledgement, billing of inspections, 
and confirmation of receipts for the 
reimbursable inspections. 

Apart from electronically billing 
inspection services, the STREAMLINE 

INSPECTIONS software also provides a 
complete tracking of customer responses 
for fire departments. In case a bill is not 
reimbursed in due time, a follow-up call 
is initiated and the response is logged 
into the system. Communications from 
both ends—phone calls and emails—
are traceable at any time if required. 
Additionally, Fire Recovery USA also 
offers complete visibility and transparency 
to fire departments by providing them 
with the ability to log into the system and 
scrutinize the status of their claims—an 
inspection bill that is yet to be reimbursed 
or a motor vehicle incident cost that is to 
be recovered. “We are trying to recover 
costs for and assist fire personnel in 
performing services for the fire department 
as a part of their team, not just as a 
vendor,” says Nagler.

Fire Recovery USA’s comprehensive 
suite of services also comprises 
emergency medical services (EMS) 
cost recovery, utilizing best-in-class 
technology that allows for seamless 
integration with ePCR systems to 
streamline submittals. The EMS 
program also consists of on-site training 
for patient care reporting, adhering to 
HIPAA mandates and documentation. 

Real-time patient care reporting 
coupled with streamlined emergency 
cost recovery makes Fire Recovery USA 
the preferred cost recovery provider for 
both fire Emergency Medical Services 
departments. The EMS program has 
also succeeded in delivering efficiencies 
and augmented revenue collection in 
municipalities.

Fire Recovery USA’s engagement 
with the Durham fire department 
highlights its cost recovery capabilities. 
Durham Fire Department was utilizing 
manual billing and collection processes 
for their fire prevention. Their collection 
rates were in the 65 percent range mailing 
invoices and waiting for payments. 
The fire department elected to utilize 
Fire Recovery’s service of automation, 
paperless delivery and accountable 
tracking. Now invoices were delivered in 
hours, electronically, invoices were tracked 
by days not months and follow up was 
utilized to expedite and assure payment. 
Today, Durham collects 97 percent of all 
invoices Fire Recovery sends. A difference 
of over a $400,000 annually.

“We aim to assist fire departments 
by bringing our business experience 
and knowledge to the table that can 
help them develop their cost recovery 
programs,” says Nagler. Leveraging a 
decade of experience, Fire Recovery 
USA is en route to expand their services 
to the non-public services domain. 

The goal of Fire 
Recovery USA is 
to develop impact 
related cost recovery 
for fire departments 
to help them with 
their budgets
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